Oneness
an essay from

Master Yeshua
I will speak today of Oneness
When I speak of Oneness, I speak of what you would call a network. In
the Unitarian Universalist Church, this is called the network of all living
things. This particular teaching is one of the closest among the religious
groups to what Oneness means. As Oneness translates from the
scientific side, ecology, from the earth sciences, would come the
closest.
The Physics of Oneness
Oneness is an energetic network. If you could see, you’d understand
that, energetically, the connections are unbreakable. They exist. These
energetic connections cannot be escaped. As your scientists would
have it, energy is neither created nor destroyed, only changed in form.
I believe that would pass close enough to the delimitation used by the
scientists. I am not a scientist. That is not my specialty.
Then let us make it clear that you are all connected with energy. There
is energy always -- interlaced, interwoven, inter-dependent energy. You
may think that you are separate, but you exist as energy in a network.
You create an energy field. You radiate.
Humanity senses energy through smell, through sound, through taste.
These are manifestations of energy fields. Smell may be one of the
most useful analogies for this essay on Oneness.
Fragrance – An Energy Field
You smell the fragrance of a flower. If you have allergies, you are
definitely sensitive to the smell of, for instance, pollen-laden air.
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Undoubtedly you recognize the smell of your favorite food from the next
room.
Let us take, however, the fragrance of a flower. Some flowers are quite
pungent, you come close and you smell them. Animals smell water.
Animals smell food. Energy fields are just as real as these smells.
Your flower is rooted someplace or is sitting in a vase and you smell it.
The waste dump may be a considerable distance from you, but you
smell it. You call it pollution.
I think I have made my point. Energy fields are analogous to smell. One
does not eliminate the smell. You can do chemical treatments, you can
do air purification, you can do all sorts of things to cover up as you
attempt to destroy the smell. And you might even succeed.
But with the energy fields that keep you in Oneness with the
environment, with each other, with the entire of Creation – those
energy fields cannot be treated, purified, covered up or destroyed. They
exist, they are there. Always.
Individuality
Now Oneness does not negate individuality. And again I will go to
flowers.
Each flower – choose one of your favorite fragrant flowers. If you have
one of them or two of them, they are still individual flowers. They each
have their own fragrance. And as one flower reaches the end of its life,
you pull it out of your vase or it wilts and dies in the field, it is gone. It
has transitioned.
Inter-dimensional Oneness
As an individual flower, it has transitioned. But, as energy, it is still part
of Creation’s energy network. It is simply in a different dimension – at a
different level, on a different plane – however you care to envision it.
So not only is there a horizontal Oneness of energy fields, interlaced,
interconnecting, irrefutably inter-dependent, there is a vertical Oneness
dimensionally. If you care to think of it as the physical world and the
world of spirit, that’s fine. That’s a start. Each world – the physical
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world, the spiritual world – can be granulated into finer and finer
distinctions, but to say, grossly, “physical” and “spiritual” will give you
the idea that there is also a vertical interdependency of all energy.
So there are multiple dimensions working here. This is a 3-D Creation at
minimum. We add a 4th dimension – we add time. And there is much
talk of a 5th dimension. But I’m not going there now.
Total Interdependence
I want to get across the concept of an irrefutably, irrevocably interdependent Oneness so that every individual point, every individual
subatomic particle if you care to go that fine, has an energy field and
that energy field overlaps – interconnects with – the energy fields of the
next subatomic particles all the way up.
Those interdependencies cannot be eliminated. It is simply not possible.
It is not possible for one person to be walking down the street and say,
“I am not connected with this crowd of people waiting for something to
happen at the corner.”
It is impossible to be walking through the woods, or walking across the
prairie and say, “I am not connected with the trees or the grasses or
the ground or the sky.”
You are connected.
You may be able to see easily the immediate interconnections – your
family, your friends, your neighbors, the animals you slaughter for
meat, the grasses you harvest for food. You might be able to see that,
but you are also connected – interconnected energetically, irrefutably,
irrevocably – halfway around the world. You’re connected to other
human beings you will never meet, to the soil halfway around the
world, to the plant life halfway around the world – or, if you’re working
from pole to pole, the ice at the other pole.
You are connected.
“What happens halfway around the world,” you say, “does not affect my
life. I don’t have to worry about that. I don’t have to worry about what
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happens here or there or anyplace, except what I am able to sense and
deal with and get my arms around in my own local life. And the rest is
someone else’s problem.”
You can say that, but “someone else’s problem” is energetically
connected through a web of energies that we call Creation. And it is
connected to you.
The healthier this interconnected network, the more joyous is Creation,
starting with the earth, the planet that gives us life, that gives life
meaning. Joy starts with you.
If you do not care for the earth in which you live, and care for all parts
of the earth and do your part to keep the earth healthy, if you are not
doing that, then there is a part of you that you are not keeping healthy.
For you are energetically connected – the horizontal connection.
The soul is energy and you are also connected vertically. From within,
you are connected spiritually to the higher realms and other
dimensions.
But that, I think, I will leave for a further discussion. And the reason is
that some would have Oneness exist only spiritually and not physically.
Spiritual Oneness Manifests On Earth
I am here to tell you that Oneness at the spiritual level exists in the
same manner I have described for the physical. But unless that
Oneness, that interconnected web of energies that exists spiritually,
unless that filters down and manifests in consciousness on the physical
plane, then Oneness has not been achieved.
Oneness still remains the goal and the objective. In Oneness you can
look at your neighbors – immediate neighbors, the neighbors that share
this planet with you – and understand that their pain is your pain. In
Oneness you have the compassion and the willingness to assist
energetically. You understand your energetic connection to the earth,
for the earth is as much God’s creation as you are.
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Creative Power of Oneness
Just as you can create good relationships with your family – with your
neighbors, with other countries – so with determination, with intent,
with purpose, you can create other good and loving relationships. It can
be done.
And as you create these healthy relationships, you discover a creative
power within – the power of Oneness. You have the creative power to
heal the earth. This, too, you’ll find within.
Can you do it alone? I don’t know. Can you? I would suggest that you’ll
get it done faster if you work together.
Oneness does not mean cookie cutter, standard conformity in any way.
Oneness means an acknowledgement of the energies that exist, the
energies that are not yet seen and measured as they bind us together –
we in the spiritual realm and all on the physical plane. Oneness is the
web of energies that binds and keeps this Creation together.
What happens at a distance, what happens to any part of this Creation
does not happen in isolation. It has ramifications. I will not pretend that
all ramifications have the same reach or resonate to the same extent,
but they are connected. They do resonate.
If you would have health and peace, let the love that exists at the very
core of each and every one of you emerge. Let this love come forth,
the inner knowledge that tells you, yes, you are energetically
connected. Let that come forth and manifest.
Apply and live the knowledge of this energetic connection. You can
create a better world by creating a better relationship with those you
touch, with those you interconnect with – with the building you live in,
with the earth you walk on. That better world you create.
You can create.
Summary
The network of energetic connections is there. It is up to you whether
you make that existing network brighter, healthier, more loving or not.
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These are your decisions, and you have the free will, which was my first
essay. You have the free will to decide what kind of creation you are
sending into that network. You decide how loving, compassionate, and
healthy the creation you contribute is.
That is what I wish to say about Oneness.
My blessings on you all. May you understand, appreciate and live
creating a healthier, happier energetic network that is the One.
Blessings,
Yeshua / Jeshua
28 May, 2011*
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